RED ALERT to => (5) PERILS!
(5 Extreme HAZARDS - Threatening ALL of us!)
[ Alert2Perils.com ]
< (Click)

(1) DAVID -vs- GOLIATH! - the B-I-G GUYS - the MegaRich RETAILERS + MANUFACTURERS (the GOLIATHS) are
"pulverizing" the L-I-T-T-L-E GUYS (you & me - the DAVIDS)!

(Click) >

(2) 100% ‘CONTROL’ of MEDICINE?
“The medical profession is ‘being bought‘ by the pharmaceutical
industry - not only in terms of the practice of medicine, but also,
in terms of its teaching and its research! The academic institutions of this country are allowing
themselves to be ‘the paid agents’ of BIG PHARMA - and I think that this is totally disgraceful!”
< (Click)

(3) EMERGENCY! - There are 84,000 CHEMICALS in
our Household Products! >>> Only 200 have actually been
"tested" by the FDA! >>> Only 5 are "regulated" by the FDA!
And the last time the ‘Federal Chemical Safety Law’ was “updated” >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 1976!

(Click) >

(4) The TOXINS in our FOOD!
In "many" cases - our FOOD could also be what K-I-L-L-S us,
since some (many) foods do contain >>> known CARCINOGNS! - which obviously, are deadly!

And LAST => but certainly, not LEAST! …

< (Click)

(5) THIS VIRUS AMONG the WORST
PLAGUES in Our ENTIRE H-I-S-T-O-R-Y!
It’s not as bad, of course, as the 1918 Flu Pandemic - or as the notorious Black Death.
But … it has long surpassed the death tolls of SARS (2002-2004) - MERS (2012, 2015,
and 2018), the 1957-58 + 1968-1970 Pandemic Influenzas - and the 2009 Swine Flu.
But, by casualties - Covid-19 still ranks among the 10 deadliest PLAGUES in history!
DEATHS (as this is written / Jan. 2022) -– USA = 974,000 --- India = 521.000 –- Brazil =
660,000 –- Russia = 361,000 –- France = 139,000 –- United Kingdom = 165,000 –Mexico = 323,000 – Germany = 128,000 – Canada = 38,000 – WORLD = 6.2 MILL!

A-N-D … There’s a

---

Have a look >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Click HERE!

So … WHAT Can We DO, for a Better Future?
There IS a W-A-Y that we can PROTECT Ourselves,
and Our Futures! Contact whoever gave this to you!
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